DISCIPLINARY DECISION
Match

Australia v Ireland

Player’s Union

Australia

Competition

Date of match

23 June 2018

Match venue

Rules to apply

Regulation 17 World Rugby Handbook

2018 June Internationals
Ireland Series
Allianz Stadium, Sydney

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE
Player’s surname

Folau

Forename(s)

Israel

Referee Name

Pascal Gauzere

Plea

Offence

9.11 Players must not do anything
that is reckless or dangerous to
others
9.17 A player must not tackle,
charge pull, push or grasp an
opponent whose feet were off the
ground
1 week

SELECT:

Summary of
Sanction

Date of birth

☐ Admitted
Red card ☐

☒ Not admitted

Citing ☐

Other ☒

If “Other” selected, please specify:
Accumulation of Temporary Suspensions and/or
Citing Commissioner Warnings

HEARING DETAILS
Hearing date

27 June 2018

Chairman/JO

Wang Shao-Ing

Other Members of
Disciplinary
Committee
Appearance Player

Eroni Clarke (ex-New Zealand & Blues player)
Valeriu Toma (ex-referee, Romania)

Player’s
Representative(s)

Stephen Cottrel, Legal Counsel
Disciplinary Officer
Gerard McEvilly
Mike Byrne, Rugby Australia
and/or other
Michael Bricknell
National Skills Coach
attendees
Patrick Eyers, Rugby Australia
1.
Referee Report on Sin Bin by Match Referee, Pascal Gauzere (“the Referee”) for
infringement of Law 9.17 by Israel Folau (“the Player”)
2.
Citing Commissioner Warning Report by Michael Gerard O’Leary dated 24 June
2018 at 8.50 am (“CCW”)
3.
Various Video Clips from 14 camera angles sorted in three folders labeled “Citing
Commissioner Warning”, “Yellow Card” and “Incidents of Note”

List of
documents/materials
provided to Player in
advance of hearing

YES ☒

NO ☐

Hearing venue

Appearance Union

Remote Hearing via Telcon

YES ☒

NO ☐

With respect to the CCW:
4.
5.
6.

Report via email from the Referee
Reports via emails from Cameron Stone & Paul Williams (“the Assistant Referees”)
Report via email from Television Match Official, Ben Skeen (“the TMO”)

From the Player and/or his representatives:
7.
8.
9.
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SUMMARY OF ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF CITING/REFEREE’S REPORT/DVD FOOTAGE
1.

The hearing was convened as a result of the Player accumulating two temporary suspensions
and/or citing commissioner warnings in the match between Australia and Ireland on 23 June 2018.

2.

The Player received a temporary suspension in the 30th minute of the game (“the YC”) for
contacting Ireland 7, Peter O’Mahony, in the air and pulling him down under Law 9.17. The
Referee Report reads:
“15 GOLD ISRAEL FOLAU AND 7 IRELAND MAUONG (SIC) ARE IN A REALISTIC POSITION TO
COMPETE THE BALL HOWEVER 15 GOLD TAKES THE JERSEY OF 7 IRELAND AND PULLING
DOWN AND 7 IRELAND MAHONY LANDS ON HIS BACK”

3.

After the game and within and the time window accorded to him, the Citing Commissioner issued
a CCW for an incident which took place at 8 min 35 seconds in the Game:
“At 08.35 on the match clock Australia restarted play with a kick off from halfway. The ball
was kicked high and relatively short with it coming down just over the 10-meter line. The
Australian player, Folau, chased the ball and leapt in the air to try and catch it.
The Irish player that attempted to catch the ball was number 7, O’Mahony. He was lifted into
the air by the Irish 6, Stander. Stander and O’Mahony were static with O’Mahony lifted high
into the air. Folau was approaching at speed having jumped into the air. Both players
attempted to catch the ball while they were off the ground but were not successful. As Folau
starts to descend he is behind O’Mahoney and places his left hand on O’Mahony’s chest. This
action pulls O’Mahony over and he topples to the ground. In the process O’Mahoney
cartwheels over and lands heavily on the ground.
He receives treatment on the field but can able to play on.
The incident was not detected by the on-field match officials and the matter was not reviewed
through the Television Match Official. The material I have seen was only available after the
game had concluded.
Contacting a player in the air such that they cartwheel to the ground with force is dangerous
and I believe it constitutes foul play and warrants a red card. When I reviewed the matter in
more detail it is apparent that O’Mahoney lands face downward and uses his forearms to
break his fall. He still falls with considerable force but his head does not contact the ground.
As a result, I believe that this action constitutes a Citing Commissioner Warning.
At 30.14 Folau was issued with a Yellow Card for contacting Ireland 7, O’Mahoney, in the air
and pulling him down. This was a strikingly similar incident and as Folau received a Yellow
Card it means he has a Yellow Card and Citing Commissioner Warning in the same game.
Of note is that the opening kick-off of the game also involved a high kick and a collision in the
air between Folau and O’Mahony. On this occasion there was no pulling down action but
again O’Mahony was dumped to the ground.”
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4.

The Nature of the Offence is stated in the CCW as:
“Law 9.11 Players must not do anything that is reckless or dangerous to others”
“Law 9.17 A player must not tackle, charge, pull, push or grasp an opponent whose feet
are off the ground.”

5.

The CCW was accompanied shortly after by various video clips with up to fourteen (14) camera
angles of the incidents relating to both the CCW and the YC.

6.

According to Regulation 17.25.3, a Player who has received two Temporary Suspensions/Citing
Commissioner Warnings during a match shall be treated for disciplinary purpose as if he had
been Ordered Off which is what triggered the hearing.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF OTHER EVIDENCE (e.g. medical reports)
7.

Ahead of the hearing, the Designated Disciplinary Officer, Gerard McEvilly (“the DDO”) informed
the Disciplinary Committee by email of 24 June 2018 and 26 June 2018 that the Player would be
challenging the CCW. On this basis, the DDO sought comments from the Referees and the
Assistant Referees with respect to the CCW.

Evidence from Match Officials with respect to CCW
8.

The Referee and the Assistant Referees reported that they saw the incident but all three indicated
that they felt that both players were in a realistic position to compete for the ball. They each also
saw the fall of Ireland 7 but none of them thought the fall was due to the foul play on the part of
the Player. One of the Assistant Referees added that he thought the fall was due to a “lifting
issue”. The incident was thus not referred to the TMO by the on-field match officials.

9.

The TMO reported that on live viewing, he felt that the contest was fair but due to the heavy fall
of Ireland 7, he had asked the TMO technician to freeze frame both players at the point of the
contact in the air again. The TMO’s comments were “I determined that both players at that point
of contact were in a realistic position to catch the ball. On the night I then deemed (still whilst
momentarily looking at different angles as play continued) that although the players arms become
interlocked and Ireland #7 falls awkwardly, there was no clear action of foul play by Australia #15
that warranted a formal referral.”

Other Evidence
10.

At the Judicial Committee’s request, video clips of a similar incident in the opening minutes of the
game which was mentioned in the last paragraph of the CCW was provided in a folder called
“Incidents of Note”.
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11.

The Player’s representatives very kindly extended written statements from the following people
ahead of the hearing, which accorded the Disciplinary Committee some time for consideration
of the Player’s case:
a. the Player;
b. Rugby Australia National Skills Coach, Mike Byrne.
A copy of Mr Cottrell’s submissions was also provided on the morning of the hearing.

12.

Having had the opportunity to look through the Player’s evidence and view the video footage
frame by frame from various camera angles frame by frame, the Disciplinary Committee captured
some stills of the CCW which were sent to the Player via the DDO half an hour before the hearing
so that the Player would have the opportunity to view them before the hearing commenced.

13.

Some of the stills relating to the CCW incident are captured in here and reflect the following
events in the 8th minute of the game when Australia kick the ball to Ireland during a kickoff:
a. The Player and Ireland 7 are both in jumping for the high ball. The Player takes a “J line” or a
diagonal run towards the ball and is approaching Ireland 7 from the side and/or behind. He
initially jumps with two hands in the air. Ireland 7 comes forward initially and then is lifted
by another player from behind (initially) and start to arch his back to reach for the ball which
is falling behind him and to his left;

Still No. 1
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b. prior to contact with the ball, as the Player momentum carries him on the side/behind of
Ireland 7 he starts to lower his left arm and reach with his right arm only to tap the ball. As
the Player starts to descend, his left upper and forearm make contact across with Ireland 7’s
chest and under Ireland 7’s left armpit. The Player’s palm is open. By this time, the trajectory
of Ireland 7’s jump taken him over, backwards and to the left of the lifter;

Still No. 2

c. The Player taps the ball in between Ireland 7’s outstretched arms and starts to descend from
his jump and his left upper arm and forearm is still in contact with Ireland 7s chest and/or
upper body. Ireland 7 is falling backwards (diagonally backwards relative to his lifter);

Still No. 3
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d. The Player’s momentum from the jump takes his descent behind Ireland 7 even further,
contact continues to be made with his arm still over Ireland 7’s chest and under Ireland 7’s
left armpit. The Player’s palm appears to still be open;

Still No. 4

e. As the Player’s left arm continues to travel across Ireland 7’s chest, his fingers start to close
in a “claw-like” manner. This action is maintained from the point where Ireland 7 is nearly
horizontal to the ground to the point when he is nearly 45 degrees past parellel (head first
and feet in the air) (See Still No.5 to No. 9);

Still No. 5
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Still No. 6

Still No. 7
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Still No. 8

Still No. 9

f.

Further stills of the incident from the wide angle (Appendix 1 below) on the same side of the
field were also sent to the Player and his represetatives.
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CCW CHALLENGE
SUMMARY OF PLAYER’S EVIDENCE
Challenge to YC
14.

At the commencement of the hearing, the Player’s counsel, Mr Cottrell asserted that there several
aerial contests for possession off the kickoff in the match and it was the Player’s position that
none of the incidences were acts of foul play, including the YC incident.

15.

The Disciplinary Committee observed that it was not informed of the Player’s challenge of the YC.
The 48 hour window for the challenge to the YC had lapsed and such challenge to the YC was
surprising not least because there was no mention of such a challenge in any of the written
documentation provided by the Player:
a. the communication from the DDO had referred solely to a CCW challenge;
b. the Player’s statement only addressed the CCW incident;
c. Mr Byrne’s statement only addressed the aerial contests in the 1st Minute and in the CCW;
d. Mr Cottrell’s written submissions also only addressed the CCW.

16.

When pressed on whether the Player was challenging the YC, Mr Cottrell replied in the affirmative
and indicated that the Player’s approach to the hearing was to deal with the CCW first. During the
course of the hearing, the Disciplinary Committee indicated to Mr Cottrell that if the CCW were
upheld, there would be no need to challenge the YC (as it was prima facie less severe than the
CCW based on the stills of the video footage where the Player). Mr Cottrell agreed.

Video angles
17.

Mr Cottrell asserted both in his opening statements and the written submissions that the Citing
Commissioner was wrong in stating that “the material [the CCW] have seen was only available
after the game had concluded”. Although Mr Cottrell conceded that the Citing Commissioner
might have access to other additional angles not available to the Match Officials, his argument
was that the incident had already been seen by all three Match Officials and reviewed by the TMO
from different angles using freeze frame technology who had deemed that no foul play was
involved.

18.

When asked by the Disciplinary Committee if he could confirm that the Citing Commissioner’s
statement was wrong and if the Disciplinary Committee should seek confirmation through the
DDO – i.e. that the TMO had all the angles, including those seen by the CCW, Mr Cottrell indicated
that this was a rather minor point. The need for further investigation and/or confirmation was
not taken up by Mr Cottrell.
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The Player’s Statement on the CCW incident
19.

The Player explained in detail in his statement and at the hearing how he normally approaches
these aerial contests, his technique in terms of his timing, how his body moves, how and when he
decides whether he can catch the ball with both hands or if he was tapping the ball with just one,
and which arm he favours. The Player explained that he was fully committed to winning the
contest and he had kept his eyes on the ball the entire time.

20.

When the Disciplinary Committee referred the Player to the contact made by his arm and/or
hands in Stills No. 5 to 9, the Player continued to maintain that he had not pulled/grasped/tugged
Ireland 7 and that any contact that occurred during the contest was part of the process of
genuinely competing for the ball.

Mr Byrne’s Statement
21.

22.

Mr Byrne’s statement was comprehensive and included video links and stills. He addressed in his
written statement and orally:
a.

how players are coached to challenge for high balls;

b.

proper technique for one-man lifts;

c.

the technique and skill applied by the Player in the incident in the 1st minute of the
game and the CCW incident;

d.

how Ireland 7 had made it dangerous for the Player by jumping into the Player’s flight
path;

e.

how Ireland 7 was improperly lifted as the lifter pushed him forward and to the left,
combined with Ireland 7’s momentum in jumping and arching backwards considerably,
acted to completely destabilize Ireland 7.

When referred to Still No.5 to 9 by the Disciplinary Committee on whether the Player’s actions
constituted a pull/tug/grasp and if they were dangerous, Mr Byrne’s view was that the way that
Ireland 7 came to ground was due primarily to the technical flaws in the way he was lifted (i.e.
not from behind and under the Ireland 7) and not by any improper act by the Player.

DECISION ON THE CCW CHALLENGE
23.

In a challenge to a Citing Commissioner Warning, the burden of proof is on the Player to show the
Disciplinary Committee that the Citing Commissioner’s decision to issue the CCW was wrong on
the balance of probabilities.
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24.

Notwithstanding the fact that the three on field Match Officials had seen the incident and that
the TMO had reviewed several angles of it frame by frame, these four Match Officials operate in
a different space from the Citing Commissioner. The TMO, by his own account, had “momentarily”
looked at the different angles as play carried on. In contrast, the Citing Commissioner had the
benefit of 12 hours in a wholly different environment to review the 14 camera angles in coming
to his decision. This is why Regulation 17 does not preclude a Citing Commissioner from issuing a
Citing or a CCW even if the match officials had seen the incident in question.

25.

The central issue to this CCW challenge is whether the Player can show that the Citing
Commissioner was wrong in concluding that the Player’s actions constituted a pull of Ireland 7
(under Law 9.17) and/or that those actions were reckless and/or dangerous (under Law 9.11) and
were of such magnitude as to warrant the CCW.

26.

Part of the beauty of the game of rugby is the contest for possession. Inherent in that contest is
the high likelihood of collisions and contact - not by and between sticks, bats or racquets, but
between flesh and blood. In the case of aerial contests, it is often not just two single opposing
players jumping for the ball. One-man lifts in general play are common place and employed
regularly by receiving teams on the HSBC World Rugby Sevens Series to combat kicking teams
who kick high on the 10m to recover possession.

27.

In this regard, like the Match Officials, the Disciplinary Committee had no concerns with the initial
challenge for the high ball in this incident. Both Ireland 7 and the Player were, according to the
World Rugby guidelines, in a realistic position to gather the ball. The contact which was made
between the players in the air, was inevitable, and an integral of the contest for possession.

28.

However, it is also a fundamental rule of this sport that in all situations of contact, the player’s
safety is paramount. This is a feature that runs through all the Laws of the Game. In respect of
aerial contests; two-man or one-man lifting occurs in lineouts and the Laws allow for a contest in
the air. What the Laws prohibit and sanction is the pulling or grasping of jumpers in the air in the
lineout. In this vein, it is the Player’s actions during the descent of his jump and his actions in
relation to the safety of Ireland 7 which are of concern. That the Player jumps higher than most
and is exceptional at winning such contests does not absolve him of his duty of care to the
opponent under the Laws.

29.

Much was made of the contributory factor of the one-man lift, and while it was certainly not of
the textbook technique outlined by Mr Byrne and perhaps to some extent poorly executed, the
Disciplinary Committee was of the view that the video footage was instructive. Mr Byrne
submitted a YouTube video clip of South Africa’s Tendai Mtawaira, popularly known as “The
Beast”, to illustrate how a dangerous a single man lift can be even when there is no contest for
the ball. Those jumps could be distinguished from the CCW incident as Ireland 7’s centre of gravity
is still in front of and above his lifter when the Player makes contact with Ireland 7’s upper body.
(See stills in Appendix 1). The fact that the Iifter did not achieve full extension underneath the
Ireland 7 may have saved Ireland 7 from a fall from a greater height (as a fully extended lift would
have put him in an even more precarious position.)
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30.

From the video clips provided in the folder, there were several incidences of similar aerial contests
during this game. As pointed out in the CCW, although contact was made between the players
contesting for the ball in each one of them, not all were flagged as foul play incidences. In the
aerial contest referred to in the CCW, the Disciplinary Committee is satisfied that the Citing
Commissioner was entitled to find that the contact made by the Player (in particular Stills No.5 to
9 and in Appendix 1) constituted a pull under Law 9.17 which contributed to Ireland 7 falling
backwards and rotating towards the Player rapidly such that he “cartwheels over” head first. If
Ireland 7 was unstable before the contact with the Player, he was further destabilized by the
Player’s pull.

31.

The Disciplinary Committee was also of the view that the Citing Commissioner was entitled to find
the Player’s actions reckless or dangerous to Ireland 7 under Law 9.11.

32.

For the reasons given above, the Disciplinary Committee could find no compelling evidence in the
Player’s and his representatives submissions to show that the Citing Commissioner was wrong on
the balance of probabilities in issuing the CCW. As such, the Disciplinary Committee moved to
hear the Player’s submission on the accumulation of temporary suspensions and/or citing
commissioner warnings.
DECISION
Breach admitted ☐

Proven ☒

Not proven ☐ Other disposal (please state) ☐

ACCUMULATION OF TEMPORARY SUSPENSIONS AND/OR CITING COMMISSIONER WARNINGS
33.

Mr Cottrell appealed to the Disciplinary Committee to exercise its discretion under Regulation
Appendix 4 B.2(b) to apply no further sanctions. However, the Disciplinary Committee were of the
view that the YC and CCW did not fall into the exceptional circumstances outlined in sub
paragraph (b). Such exceptional circumstances usually involve technical offences and/or such
minor acts of foul play which do not warrant a temporary suspension or citing commissioner
warning. This was clearly not the case in this instance.

SANCTIONING PROCESS
ASSESSMENT OF SERIOUSNESS
Assessment of Intent – R 17.19.2(a)-(b) (or equivalent Tournament rule)
Intentional/deliberate ☐
Reckless ☒
State Reasons

Disciplinary Decision
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The Committee accepts that the offending was not intentional or deliberate and may have
even been a spontaneous response in a rapidly unfolding situation. However, the offending
was reckless, in that the Player knew or should have known that by his actions in the YC or
CCW that there would be a risk of pulling or further destabilizing another player whose feet
were off the ground.

Gravity of player’s actions – R 17.19.2(c) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

The effect of the Player’s contact in both instances and force applied to Ireland 7 contributed
to a downward and/or rotational tilt of Ireland 7 who fell heavily and rapidly.

Nature of actions – R 17.19.2(d) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

The upper arm, forearm and/or the hand of the Player was involved in contacting the victim
player in both instances.

Existence of provocation – R 17.19.2(e) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

NA. The Player was not provoked.
Whether player retaliated – R 17.19.2(f) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

NA. This was not a case of retaliation
Self-defence – R 17.19.2(g) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

N.A. The Player was not acting in self-defence
Effect on victim – R 17.19.2(h) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

In the case of the CCW, Ireland 7 was flipped 180 degrees and would have landed on his head
but for his arms which cushioned the fall. This was grave. Ireland 7 was removed from the
pitch on a cart after the YC incident and did not return to the game.

Effect on match – R 17.19.2(i) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

The Player’s team was reduced by 1 man as he was sin binned for 10 minutes in the first half
of a hotly contested match (score was 6-9), whilst the opposing team’s captain, Ireland 7 was
replaced.
Vulnerability of victim – R 17.19.2(j) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

Notwithstanding the off-centre one man lift, Ireland 7 was in a vulnerable position as he was
off his feet. He had little ability to defend himself from the downward force applied by the
Player’s actions.
Level of participation/premeditation – R 17.19.2(k) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

The player participated fully and there was no pre-meditation in both instances.
Conduct completed/attempted – R 17.19.2(l) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

The offending was completed.
Other features of player’s conduct – R 17.19.2(m) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

NIL.
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34.

Based on the factors above and applying the sanction guidelines in Regulation 17 Appendix 4,
the Disciplinary Committee determined that the appropriate entry point for the persistent
offending within the match should be two (2) weeks.

ADDITIONAL RELEVANT OFF-FIELD AGGRAVATING FACTORS
Player’s status as an offender of the Laws of the Game – R 17.19.4(a) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

The Player is by no means a serial offender of the game. He is a great exponent of aerial battles
and acknowledged as the best in the world at what he does in the air. It is likely that he has
made hundreds of jumps in trainings and in games in his NRL/AFL career and in his 6 years as a
Rugby Union player. He has never been sanctioned in this respect, save for the circumstances
outlined in these two particular challenges.
Need for deterrence – R 17.19.4(b) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

N.A. See above.
Any other off-field aggravating factors – R 17.19.4(c) (or equivalent Tournament rule)

N.A

Number of additional weeks:

0

RELEVANT OFF-FIELD MITIGATING FACTORS
Acknowledgement of guilt and timing – R 17.19.5(a) (or
equivalent Tournament rule)

Player’s disciplinary record/good character – R 17.19.5(b)
(or equivalent Tournament rule)

The Player maintained throughout the
proceedings that none of his actions
constituted Foul Play (both the YC and the
CCW)

The Player has an unblemished record and by
all accounts is the consummate professional.
He has demonstrated his athletic ability
across 3 difference codes and has never been
issued a citing or red card in his 6 years of
playing professional rugby union

Youth and inexperience of player – R 17.19.5(c) (or
equivalent Tournament rule)

Conduct prior to and at hearing – – R 17.19.5(d) (or
equivalent Tournament rule)

The Player is by no means inexperienced
having played 64 tests for the Wallabies and
85 games for the NSW Waratahs.

The Player was polite and respectful of the
proceedings during the hearing.

Remorse and timing of remorse – R 17.19.5(e) (or
equivalent Tournament rule)

Other off-field mitigation – R 17.19.5(f) (or equivalent
Tournament rule)

See above.

N.A.

Number of weeks deducted:
1
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SANCTION
NOTE: PLAYERS ORDERED OFF ARE PROVISIONALLY SUSPENDED PENDING THE HEARING OF THEIR CASE, SUCH
SUSPENSION SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION WHEN SANCTIONING – R 17.14.5(f) (or equivalent
Tournament rule)
Total sanction

1 week

Sanction commences

24 June 2018

Sanction concludes

29 June 2018

Matches/tournaments
included in sanction

NSW Waratahs v Melbourne
Rebels on 29 June 2018.

Costs

Signature
(JO or Chairman)

Sending off sufficient ☐

-

Date

27 June 2018

NOTE: YOU HAVE 48 HOURS FROM NOTIFICATION OF THE DECISION OF THE CHAIRMAN/JO TO LODGE AN APPEAL WITH THE
TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR – R 17.22.2(a) (or equivalent Tournament rule) (see Page 6)
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Appendix 1
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